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Encore! Encore! After the great success of Prime Loops' breathtaking orchestral percussion sound library

"Cinematic Impacts Vol. 1" we are now proud to present you the ultimate sequel: "Cinematic Impacts Vol.

2"! Surround yourself with the sound of another mega download of over 1GB atmospheric and

suspense-filled royalty-free percussion loops, perfectly engineered for instant use in action sequences

from any movie, or dramatic buildups in any dancefloor destroyer. With over 380 loops, arranged over a

total of 25 kits at tempos from 80-145bpm, this is the perfect supplement to Prime Loops' critically

acclaimed "Cinematic Impacts Vol. 1" collections. These bump-in-the-night building blocks contain layer

upon layer of spine tingling taps, bangs, slaps and clicks spiralling up and up 'til you fall off the edge of

your seat. Get your audience's blood pumping with deep timpanis and powerful toms, get their ears

tingling with trembling triangles and cymbals, and add ethnic and traditional percussion into the mix to

spark up the imagination of viewers and dancers alike. Our man behind the red curtain Jean Baptiste

Lacaze has finally earnt a long holiday after completing this opus of beatifully polished percussive

phrases. You should also check out "Cinematic Impacts Vol. 1", and his other dramatic triumphs "Ambient

Funk", "Planet Of The Orchestra" and "Orchestral Scores" for the ultimate prize-winning combination.

This is the .WAV version. You can find this release in a large number of other Special Formats on our

website including: Acid Loops (1114mb) Apple Loops (1114mb) FL Studio (1114mb) Garageband

(1114mb) Rex2 Loops (976mb) Roland Fantom X (1114mb) Roland MC909 (1114mb) Roland MV8000

(1114mb) Roland MV8800 (1114mb) Stylus RMX Loops (976mb) WAV + REX2 (2091mb)
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